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He also wanted to track these people and find the whereabouts of the Gods’ Laboratory.

It turned out to be like this…

Time passed by every minute.

The person Levi Garrison was staring at was always at Kunlun College.

Never left at all.

Other people who have not been marked can also do nothing.
It’s as if the artifact has never left.

But I never saw the artifact sent back.

This is completely different from what Levi Garrison predicted before.
How did he know that the Lab of the Gods had instruments for scanning artifacts.

“What should we do now?”

The others started to panic.

Can’t help asking Levi Garrison.

“Wait! There is no other good way!”

Levi Garrison approached.

He was thinking about what was going on.

Mr. X on the other side is still continuing to analyze.

“If the Dark God came out of Forbidden Land No. 76, how could it have something to do with Daxia?
Why set up Kunlun Academy, and what is he doing?”

“In terms of race, the gods that came out of Forbidden Area No. 76 are more biased towards us! To
cooperate, you should cooperate with countries like the Warhawk Nation. How could it be Daxia?”

…

Everyone can’t figure it out.

Mr. X looked serious: “This is what we should check next!”

“The Dark God has already made a major breakthrough here! Let the Sky Shield and the others speed
up! Quickly find out the master of the ancient Garrison Clan!”

…

The whole night passed.

Artifacts have never been sent back.

The dozens of people marked by Levi Garrison have never left Kunlun College.

This is very strange, making Levi Garrison very puzzled.

Do they think that the artifact has taken over?

Or there are other ways to get out of here.

After waiting all night for no results.

Levi Garrison decided to return.

This hunting operation is a failure!

There are still many shortcomings in what I have prepared.

To continue from other aspects…

Just after Levi Garrison left.

Suddenly someone shouted: “The artifact is lost!!!”

When the students heard this sound in the place where they were staying, they stood up one by one.

All gather outside.

And one by one, the message that the artifact was lost was conveyed.

One pass ten.

